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ABSTRACT

The successful description of nuclei in terms of nucleons, deltas
and mesons provides an enormous challenge to QCD. It compels
us to pursue our theoretical understanding of chromodynamics
into the realm of multiple color singlets in order to examine the
concept of color saturation. To pursue this theme, we examine the
idea of nuclear transparency in the light of models for confinement
and describe the formulation of lattice simulations sensitive to
exchange forces.

The colorization of black-and-white films using a computer-aided tinting pro-

cedure has generated an interesting public discussion. Many critics and most film

directors maintain that the process undermines the artistic control of the original

director. Supporters of the process maintain that most colorized films are more

acceptable to the public than black-and-white originals. The process is now being

applied to a number of old films and the controversy is certain to continue.

We have encountered, in the study of the fundamental basis for multi-hadron

forces, a similar concern about the "colorization" of nuclear physics. Many in-

formed observers feel that an effort to superpose quark and gluon degrees of free-

dom upon the study of nuclear dynamics will detract from the real progress and
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understanding achieved over the years. They are able to cite many examples which

suggest that the color substructure of nucleons is not very important for describing

nuclear properties.1

In fact, from the point of view of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the de-

scription of nuclei in terms of nucleons, deltas and pions is difficult to understand.

The success of nuclear models, in itself, provides an outstanding reason to pursue

the nuances of QCD into the realm of the nucleus. If we are going to claim that the

standard model gives a complete theory of non-gravitational forces, we must use

QCD to understand the full range of hadronic forces from high-energy jet physics

to nuclear binding. Only for a few observables involving large momentum trans-

fer can the necessary calculations be done unambiguously. The factorization of

perturbative QCD allows certain calculations to be organized in such a way that

large momentum transfers are isolated. The renormalization of the underlying

expansion parameter

[1 ~ 6(153 - 19nf) lnln
(33 - 2n,)> In (

guarantees that quarks and gluons provide the appropriate dynamical entities at

large momenta. The question of how to organize calculations at small momenta

remains open. Even though we believe that the fundamental forces are given by

the QCD Lagrangian, we lack the theoretical tools to extract the necessary infor-

mation. At this point the phenomenological insight concerning systems involving

more than one color singlet which emerges from a study of nuclear dynamics

becomes relevant. As mentioned above, nuclear physics puts constraints on the

nonperturbative, long-distance structure of QCD which seem, at first glance, very

difficult to comprehend. A perception of the problem can be glimpsed if we con-

sider the picture which has already been alluded to at this conference. As sketched

in Fig. 1 nuclear density measurements indicate that, in the center of a heavy nu-

cleus, the distance between quarks in neighboring nucleons is comparable to the

distance between a pair of quarks in the same nucleon. However, nuclear bind-

ing energies and typical excitation energies are quite small compared to hadronic



Fig. 1. Scales of qq distances within a nucleus.

energy differences such as:

mA — = .30 GeV

= .63 GeV.
(2)

The disparity arising from the difference in energy scales and the similarity in dis-

tance scales is quite hard to arrange in a quantum field theory. The observation of

strong interquark forces within a hadron and weak residual inter-hadronic forces

implies that forces of chromodynamics saturate quite dramatically upon the for-

mation of an individual color singlet. The saturation phenomenon is presumably

associated with color confinement and the nonlinearities present in a non-Abelian

ga»*.ge theory.

The observation that individual nucleons seem to retain their identities1 in

the center of a large nucleus is already very informative but to calculate we need

to know more about their properties. From the point of view of an interacting

quantum field theory, the high density of nucleons in the center of a large nucleus

would suggest that individual nucleons in such an environment would be dra-

matically transformed by the neighboring quarks and gluons. The small binding



energies would suggest, on the contrary, that individual nucleons in the center of

a nucleus are not too different from an isolated nucleon. Data from the European

Muon Collaboration3 gave the first definitive information about the real situation

and opened the door to quantitative discussion of the problem. These data show

a partial "relaxation" of the nucleon's spatial wave function. This relaxation can

either be associated with a swelling of the confinement radius or a meson cloud.4

Data of this kind which probes the space-time structure of hadrons in the interior

of a nucleus gives definitive information about the saturation of chromodynam-

ics and this is why it is a subject for so much theoretical speculation and model

building.

It is interesting for the purpose of this conference to consider other types of

processes which can enlarge upon our understanding of multiquark systems. In this

talk we will focus on two such topics. First we consider briefly the possibility for

"nuclear transparency" raised by Mueller,6 discussed extensively by Brodsky6 and

examined in a BNL experiment.7 In contrast to other presentations8 the discussion

will concentrate on those murky theoretical aspects of the problem which the

experiments may, in the future, help to clarify. In addition, we will discuss the

formulation of lattice calculations involving QQQQ and QqQq states in the hope

that these simple systems will lead the way to nonperturbative chromodynamic

calculations relevant to nuclear physics.

Nuclear Transparency, Counting Rules and Confinement Dynamics

One firm signal of the fact that the hadronic interactions are consistent with

an approximately scale invariant gauge field theory involves the phenomenological

success of the constituent counting rules. For large-angle exclusive scattering,

these rules gives

MB CD) = ^
i fixed

where

n = n* + riB + nc + no — minimum number of pointlike constituents

Ah = helicity factor

£ = perturbative "anomalous" dimension.
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Fig. 2. Artru-Mennessier string and the "Mueller-Brodsky zones".

These counting rules have been used to organize a vast amount of large-angle

scattering data.

From a study of selected perturbative diagrams, Mueller5 was able to establish

a correlation between the counting-rule behavior and a component of the hadronic

wave function which involves small transverse size. From this he hypothesized the

possibility that there existed a kinematic regime where nuclear shadowing effects

vanished for certain pseudo-elastic processes:

d&/dt(eA-+cp{A-l)) _
lim ——;—TT~i \ 1

Q-oo Z da/dtytp —* ep)
(4)

To appreciate this hypothesis, it must be examined in a model which incorporates

confinement. The convenient and most comprehensive picture of the confinement

mechanism which is consistent with the known features of QCD, is a string model.

Indeed, classical string picture allows one to visualize the content of Mueller's

suggestion.8 Figure 2 shows a sketch of the space-time development of a classical

Artru-Mennessier string10 which represents a meson. The region where the end-



points of the string overlap within Az ~ 1/y/s is the "Mueller-Brodsky zone" for

the elastic large-angle scattering of the meson. If a large-angle elastic scattering

takes place within such a zone, the period of oscillation of the meson is dilated

by a factor 7 ~ y/sfm so the transverse expansion of the hadron is slowed. If

such a large-angle scattering occurs in the center of a nucleus the small size of the

hadron allows it to escape from the nucleus without the further scattering that

would produce new hadrons and make the event inelastic.

The possibility for nuclear transparency is interesting because it provides oth-

erwise unobtainable information about the confinement mechanism. The ampli-

tude for a hadron to fluctuate into a small local color singlet is a good measure of

the ability of chromodynamics to shut off long-range interactions. For example, a

"rigid" flux tube would be more likely to find itself in a configuration where the

spatial size of the color flux is controlled by the overlap of the constituent quarks

than would a "floppy" string-like flux-tube. In a bag model, the dynamics of these

fluctuations are also interesting and mysterious.

It should be kept in mind as well that complete color transparency is associ-

ated with the hypothesis that all high-energy large-angle exclusive scattering is

connected to fluctuations into a state of small transverse size. This hypothesis

remains speculative since there is at least one other wave-function configuration

which allows counting-rule behavior for exclusive processes and is not associated

with small hadronic size. This alternative involves a generalization of the Drell-

Yan West11 mechanism for the proton form factor. These authors first pointed out

that a component of the hadronic wave function where one quark carried almost all

of the hadron's momentum provided a efficient mechanism for large-angle elastic

scattering. From this observation, they were able to derive a relationship between

the power-behavior of the large-a; hadronic structure function, G(x, Q2) and the

Q2-behavior of the elastic form factor, F(Q2),

1 - 1 1
F(Q2) =C2(%) . (5)

lim Q2—oo \f* J

This work predated the general counting rule arguments of Eq. (3). However,

the result is consistent with the counting rules for elastic scattering if one inputs
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Fig. 3. Drell-Yan-West zones for a semiclassical string and the parton momentum
configuration.

the constituent counting rule result for the large-x behavior of the inelastic struc-

ture function.12 The important aspect of the Drell-Yan-West mechanism for our

discussion of nuclear transparency involves the observation mentioned above that

invoking it does not require a small transverse size for the hadron to achieve an

elastic hard scattering. Fig. 3 gives a sketch for the space-time development of pro-

ton traveling in the direction which highlights the "Drell-Yan-West" zones where

two of the valence quarks are slow and one is traveling at essentially the speed of

light at some point. In this picture the fast quark could be scattered through a

large angle. The kink in the flux tube which would be is generated by change in

direction can then propagate along the string and change the momenta of the slow

quarks by a gentle acceleration which does not require string breaking.

' The Drell-Yan-West mechanism therefore provides a possible alternative to

the Mueller-Brodsky space-time picture of a large-angle elastic scattering which

is also consistent with the constituent counting rules. Instead of requiring that



the constituent quarks overlap in position, it requires an asymmetric momentum

configuration. It is not possible to decide purely on the basis of perturbative

QCD arguments whether the Drell-Yan-West or the Mueller-Brodsky picture will

dominate an exclusive amplitude at any particular kinematic region. This relative

normalization depends crucially on the non-perturbative aspects of hadronic wave

functions. It may be argued that the Drell-Yan-West mechanism is suppressed by

a Sudakov form factor13

S,q(t,t0,a.) = exp [-^l°g3(<Ao)] - (6)

In fact, the question of normalization has to be addressed for all scattering mech-

anisms, and it has to be addressed in the context of the dynamics which enforces

color confinement. In a string picture the elastic and inelastic cross sections are

related by the amplitude for string breaking and it is not clear that this is larger

for Drell-Yan-West than for Mueller Brodsky.

Using the usual factorization hypothesis of perturbative QCD it can be seen

that the Drell-Yan-West zones and the small-transverse-size zones of Mueller and

Brodsky are not isolated, separate, regions of phase space. What happens is

that as some quark fractional momenta approach zero, the momentum transfers

which allow those quarks to be scattered into a direction collinear to the final-

state hadron go down and the transverse size of the coherence region goes up.

There is a continuity in the physics which must be kept in mind. For example,

speculations based on QCD sum rules14 have led to the consideration of proton

distribution amplitudes which are large in the asymmetric region applicable to the

Drell-Yan-West mechanism.

An independent measure of the importance of the Drell-Yan-West configu-

ration can be obtained by looking at spin observables in the appropriate elastic

scattering process. If all the quarks carry a finite fraction of the hadron's mo-

mentum and are collinear to the hadron's direction it is possible to argue that the

leading Fock state corresponds to Lx = 0 and that the hadron's helicity is given by

ihe sum of the quark helicities. The fact that the quark helicities are not changed

in the hard-scattering process then means that hadronic helicities should be con-

se; ved. However, in the limit that any of the quark momenta vanish, it becomes
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Fig. 4. Wilson surfaces for QQQQ Green's function.

The off-diagonal elements are small. We can diagonalize this 2 x 2 matr ix, D =

R~l(0)GR(0) by rotating through 0 with

--0L1L2

tan 20 =
2e

(9)

Contiguration mixing induces an energy shift which allows the binding of the

QQQQ into a "molecule". The maximum energy shift

1 «-"12

—j;Uni/i i — inOrxiJ = , I l U I

occurs when L\ = Z2 = -t- As discussed by Matsuoka and Sivers10, this Green's

function displays directly the property of color-force saturation which is absolutely

necessary to understand the phenomenology of nuclei. We see that the binding

associated with configuration mixing can be a few MeV when oL is 1 GeV. This

is a component of nuclear binding energy which does not appear in typical nuclear

models which involve exchange mechanisms between hadrons. We have to unlock

the color degrees of freedom to see it.
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Fig. 6. The 2 x 2 Green's function for



The QQQQ system has several flaws as a model for a hadronic molecule which

keep it from representing the full range of nuclear chromodynamic features. It

has not, therefore, yet been the subject of complete lattice simulation. One of the

most severe constraints involves the fixed positions of the color sources so that

the only dynamic mechanism allowed is flux-tube interchange. There are strong

arguments presented by Miller20 which suggest that, even in the strong-coupling

limit, quark interchange effects are dominant. However, by looking at a slightly

different system, it may be possible to incorporate more dynamics. The question

is whether this can be done without making a lattice calculation so large to be

unfeasible.

In fact, Q$Qq may be the answer. E. Eichten and collaborators10 have formu-

lated the •implifications which make a lattice simulation of a Qq system (where Q

is a heavy quark and q a light quark) possible in the range

fnq & AQCD "^ ~ 4Z triq. (H)

In simulations on the lattice, this constraint allows the heavy quark to be treated

as a fixed source, the propagator for a Qq meson then becomes equivalent to the

q propagator calculated in a background field.

The formalism for the QA^BQC^D system is then quite similar to that discussed

above. There are two states which represent distinct pairings of the quarks into

mesons. This is shown in Fig. (5). The schematic representation of the 2x2 Green's

function is shown in Fig. (6). For technical reasons, it turns out to be difficult to

"measure" the difference between the diagonal elements and the uncorrelated two-

meson propagator. However, the off-diagonal elements are presently the subject

of a dynamical simulation.30 The actual operator being simulated

(0AB-A'B'(O, O;; R, t; O, T;R,T +1)) (12)

is sketched in Fig. (7). The details of the techniques being used and the results,

if any, will be presented elsewhere. This simulation aims for a first principle

calculation of a hadronic exchange force. The current menu of goah include:

1. To observe that the operator is of finite range; 0 ex e~mfi,



Fig. 7. Schematic representation of (OAB-»A'JB')» Eq. 12.

2. To observe whether the range depends on the ^-channel quantum numbers,

3. To combine the simulation of the off-diagonal element with the assumption

that the diagonal element is approximately a product of single meson prop-

agators. Using the formalism for the two-channel system19 the simulation

can then give a normalized exchange potential.

Until data are collected, it is not known how realistic these goals are in terms

of the accuracy obtainable by the techniques and computer resources available.

It may be necessary to search for other computer techniques or to scale back our

expectations. This type of a lattice calculation attempts to understand meson

exchange between hadrons in terms of the same dynamics used to calculate the

hadronic spectrum. Under the best of conditions, the signal-to-noise ratio will be

a lot worse than that found in the calculation of single-hadron spectrum. However,

the hope is that it will be found possible to construct operators which are sensitive



to important dynamic effects in nuclei and to estimate them in lattice simulations.

There are potential sources for large errors in these simulations but they need

not require subtraction of the forces which bind quarks into hadrons in order to

estimate nuclear binding. The construction of the appropriate operators involves

an understanding of nuclear physics from inter-hadronic forces. We then turn

to lattice QCD to attempt to evaluate them from first principles. In this sense,

chromodynamics will become a tool for the nuclear physicist.

The exchange of information between nuclear and particle physics represented

in this conference is quite necessary if we are to address the many interesting

questions of chromodynamics in the range of 1 fm. to 5 fm. where the traditional

perturbative techniques of quantum field theory break down. In addition to lattice

quantization, it may be possible to invent other approximation schemes which

represent the dynamics. The challenge is exciting.
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